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IWARNING
Always obey all applicable safety rules.

Be sure the vehicle is not running and wheel chocks have been applied.
If possible, remove the plow from the vehicle before installing.

ICONTENTS UNDER TENSION
The cutting edge is tightly rolled under extreme tension. Be sure to open it in an area away 
from people, pets, or breakable objects. We recommend opening it in your driveway or yard.

Snow Plow Cutting Edge

- Knife or scissors   - Drill with bit large enough to accommodate your bolts
- Permanent marker   - Wrench or tools to remove/replace cutting edge
- Longer bolts and nuts

- Polyurethane cutting edge   

Installation Tools Required (Not Included)

In the Box

Thank you for purchasing the Tundra Tamer snow plow cutting edge. This polyurethane cutting 
edge will protect your manhole covers, valve boxes, curbs, markings, reflectors and cobblestones. 
The polyurethane blade will absorb the shock produced by impact and will not crack the cast iron 
and concrete structures.

We hope you will find these instructions easy to follow and have no problem installing your cutting 
edge, but if you run into trouble, please don't hesitate to call us at 906-226-9747.
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Installation

Before installing your Tundra Tamer cutting edge, please read the install guide completely.

Step One: 

Using a knife or scissors, cut the tape on 
the cutting edge. Make sure to do this in an 
open area free of people, pets, and breakable 
objects.

When the tape is cut, the cutting edge 
will open very quickly, so be sure to stay out 
of the way to avoid injury.

Step Two: 

Remove the metal cutting edge from your plow 
and use that as a guide or template. Lay the 
steel and polyurethane cutting edges on your 
work surface. Place the steel cutting edge on 
top of the polyurethane blade, centering it as 
well as possible.

Step Three: 

Mark the holes from the steel cutting 
edge onto the polyurethane blade with a per-
manent marker.



Installation

Step Four: 

Use a drill with a bit of the proper diameter for 
your mounting hardware, and plunge the bit at 
medium speed to cut the holes.

Step Five: 

Mount the cutting edge onto your plow. Some 
customers like to install the old metal blade 
over the top of the polyurethane blade. If you 
choose to install in this manner, make sure to 
take that into account when determining what 
lengths of bolts you'll need.

When plowing, the polyurethane cutting edge 
should not have a significant amount of down 
pressure against the ground. It should “ride” 
along the surface, clearing the snow and ice.

Don’t forget that you can flip the poly blade 
over once it’s worn, to double the life.

Your Tundra Tamer snow plow 
cutting edge is now installed.
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